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Introduction
When handling large-aperture active phased arrays (APA) within the framework of commissioning operations and factory tuning, functional and
diagnostic control during process maintenance,
carrying out special measurements, a problem
arises with respect to displaying, processing, and
analysing very large volumes of the parameters
measurement results. For example, just a single
test, such as one-time measurement of five parameters of each of the receiving and transmitting channels of an APA having 10,000 channels,
taken in three points of the operating frequency
band, yields a data array sized over 150,000 of
values.
As a rule, the regularities of interest are
those concerning changes in the parameters and
their statistical characteristics by time, equipment
warming up after power-on, and changes in the
operating conditions. A typical example is the
analysis of the behaviour of root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of phase distribution in the antenna array aperture by time and temperature. Thus,
when gathering statistics over a 24-hour period,
the number of measured values may yet increase
by an order or two.
Given such large volumes of experimental
data, a significant increase is observed among
the requirements to visualisation, processing, and
analysis of APA parameters which shall ensure:
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• online access for users and processing programs to large arrays of the saved data;
• high-speed aggregation of large arrays of
the measured parameters by random time intervals
and arbitrary APA components;
• possibility for real-time generation of random reports during data analysis by the end user
(non-programmer);
• software support of the search-and-find
procedures for hidden regularities in the data.
The software (SW) of the APA control
stands includes, first of all, a real-time software
platform for controlling APA measuring instruments and equipment, acquiring data at the rate
of their arrival, data saving and processing, and
visualising the measured parameter values, such
as, National Instruments LabView. In advanced
stands, the software package will also be supplemented by a database (DB), most often on the
basis of relational database management systems
(DBMS), e. g., Microsoft Access or Microsoft
SQL Server. The capabilities of such traditional
solutions may prove limited when it is required
to run a real-time data analysis under conditions
of significant increase of data volume:
• in real-time systems, the data are saved
in the form of files, which reduces flexibility and
promptness of access to the accumulated parameter arrays;
• in relational DB, the end user works with
pre-generated standard reports, having to turn to
programmers when it is random reports that are
required for data analysis;
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The study suggests using a software platform for multidimensional data cubes in automated active phased array
control stands. The application of the platform greatly facilitates and accelerates the display and analysis of very
large volumes of data coming from large-aperture active phased arrays during the measurement process, so
that the end user can make spontaneous data requests. The study shows the prospects of using this platform
for radar systems as a whole.
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• the aggregation rate of large arrays of
measured parameters by random time intervals
and APA components is insufficient both in the
real-time systems and in the relational DB, with
delays during real-time visual analysis of the data
reaching 10 s and more.
In this paper, for solving the problem of
promptness, convenience, and effectiveness of
processing control data of large-aperture APA,
it is proposed to use a state-of-the-art IT solution of multidimensional data cubes [1]. Another
name of this technology is OnLine Analytical
Processing (OLAP). It has been effectively used
for over 20 years for real-time analysis and decision-making in the presence of very large
volumes of data in business applications. It is
the limitations existing in the classic relational
DBMS concerning real-time analysis of large databases that served as the main reason for OLAP
technology emergence.
A brief description is given of the developed APA control stand with the use of OLAP,
which has been applied in commissioning and
process maintenance of large-aperture APA for
many years. Further, a multidimensional data
cube structure is revealed in more detail, with
examples of APA parameters analysis and OLAP
usage prospects not only for APA control during
commissioning and process maintenance, but
also for radar in-operation control.
Automated APA control stand hardware and
software
A block diagram of the stand is given in Fig. 1.
The stand includes the following basic hardware and software facilities:
• personal computer acting as a controlling
machine (Windows, Intel Core i7-7700K, 16 GB
RAM);
• database server (Windows, Intel Xeon E52650, 64 GB RAM);
• user automated workstations (Windows,
Intel Core i3-3770, 16 GB RAM);
• local area network (LAN) of the stand (Gigabit Ethernet);
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Stand LAN
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of automated APA control stand

• high-speed controller NI сRIO without
measurement modules;
• application SW of the controlling machine;
• application SW of the DB server;
• application SW of the user’s automated
workstation (AWS).
A specific feature of the controlled APA is
availability of an integrated pilot signal (PS) path,
to which every receiving or transmitting channel
can be connected for serviceability check of this
channel, measurement of its parameters, APA
equipment diagnostics, and calibration. Measurement of the receiving channel parameters, with PS
sent to it, is done by means of an analogue-to-digital
converter of the channel itself or of the subarray
in which the given channel is included. Parameters of the transmitting channel, when it is connected to the PS path, are measured with the use
of a control receiver included in the APA set and
also connected to this path. The availability of a
local area network enables process access to the
APA computing units over a standard high-speed
interface. The NI cRIO controller serves for synchronisation of APA and the controlling machine.
External measuring facilities, a coordinatograph
and a measurement probe (not shown in Fig. 1),
are used at the factory tuning stage only.
The application SW of the controlling machine is intended to control all the parameters
of the APA receiving and transmitting channels by the pilot signal using APA standard
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equipment. It serves to run an online functional control of all APA channels and units and
flatten the phase-distribution function for reception and transmission in the APA aperture.
It also computes the APA radiation pattern as per
the aperture measurements and the APA energy
potential. Besides, with its aid the check results
are output to display and the arrays of checked
APA parameters are sent to the DB server.
The application SW installed on the DB
server is intended to receive from the controlling
machine and save the measured APA parameters,
as well as to process the received data. Its functions include:
• managing a durable data archive;
• aggregating data, computing statistical
indices;
• running APA failure diagnostics;
• generating reports and test data sheets.
The user AWS are connected to the DB
server and used for visualisation of APA parameters information, visual analysis of data, as well as
configuring, displaying, and printing out reports
and test data sheets.
The SW of the controlling machine of the
stand is implemented in the graphical programming
environment National Instruments LabView – a
widely known and popular computer-aided measurement system accepted in many engineering
fields, including radars and telecommunications.
The DB server in Fig. 1 includes data (DS)
and multidimensional data cube storage servers.
The DS server, implemented on the base of relational database management system (DBMS) Microsoft SQL Server, receives and saves real-time
data from the controlling machine. With its help
it is possible to perform a number of intermediate
actions for computing APA parameters and sending
the data to the server of multidimensional data
cubes.
A key issue here is the method of data transfer from LabView to the DS server. Standard LabView instrument for recording data in the DB on
the base of relational DBMS, namely, LabView

Database Connectivity, does not offer the means
for bulk data loading and has proved extremely
slow and inconvenient in practice.
At the designer’s disposal there is only the
operation of inserting rows into a table, retrieving
a stored procedure, writing an SQL command and
executing it. Due to this, a high-speed universal interface LabView/DS was developed in the
course of automated APA control stand creation;
in so doing, the XML data format and scripts for
XML documents processing and transforming into
DS target structures were used. As a result, the
speed of data loading in the DS increased more
than 5-fold.
The multidimensional data cube server is
implemented on the base of Microsoft Analysis
Services (DBMS analysis service MS SQL Server).
It computes and aggregates APA parameters, presenting them in the form required for analysis and
generation of reports. When working with the DB,
the user “sees” the data at the user’s AWS the way
they are presented on the multidimensional data
cube server.
Multidimensional data cubes
Further, the focus is on the multidimensional
data cubes technology (or OLAP), since this is
a comparatively new information technology in
the automated APA control means practice.
The multidimensional data cubes are an information environment, arranged in a special way,
in which access to data is obtained by specifying
certain values or their intervals on the coordinate
axes of a certain multidimensional space. Different multilevel hierarchies can be selected on those
coordinate axes.
This technology has a number of essential
peculiarities when used in the APA control.
First, the speed of data request execution is
significantly higher than when using conventional
relational databases. The bulk of requests is associated with addressing data arrays and their aggregating, i. e., computing the sums, mean values,
RMSD, maximum/minimum values. This is especially relevant for large-aperture APA, where the
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size of aggregated arrays may reach hundreds of
thousands to tens of millions over just 24 hours.
Second, with the use of OLAP, the end user
who is not a programmer but knows the subject
field can make a random data request. Unlike
the many tables in a relational DB, a multidimensional data cube has quite simple structure.
When it is used jointly with the advanced software products, a possibility is provided to create
a random report on the user AWS within minutes
using just the mouse.
Despite high processing speed of the multidimensional data cube server, it is not quite correct to perform all computing on just one OLAP
level of the multilevel computing system (LabView + relational server + OLAP server). The
maximum output can be achieved under optimisation of computations distribution across the
levels of a multilevel system. As a result, it was
possible to ensure that the delay in the screen
update, when recalculating random reports “in
passing”, does not exceed 1 s (with computer parameters being as given above in the description
of the block diagram in Fig. 1).
Third, OLAP ensures high speed of processing of large data arrays, and this is important
not only for generating user reports, but also for
software applications which handle a plurality of
large arrays. One of such applications is diagnostics of the state of the microwave paths of APA
scanning pulses, heterodyne signals, etc.
The components of those paths (microwave power dividers and coaxial feeders) have
no built-in facilities for integrity control of the
paths, so here the main method of failure diagnostics is control of the passage of signals
through a certain part of the microwave path
to the arrays of the receiving and transmitting
channels, to which the signal comes through this
part, for example, subarray divider or half-line
divider. This method of diagnostics provides for
generation, aggregation, and collation of the plurality of large data arrays, so its implementation
in the automated APA control stand on the base

of the OLAP technology ensured the required
high-speed performance.
For presentation of and access to the data
as per APA parameters, the multidimensional
data cube server uses three main coordinate axes:
time, frequency, and APA structure.
The time axis includes three hierarchy levels (top-down): day, test type, test start. In this
case, a test is a one-time control or measurement
of a certain group of APA parameters within the
set test type and the given day.
The APA frequency axis includes four
terms: three points of the operating frequency
band LF, CF, EF (lower, central, and end frequency) for frequency-dependent APA parameters and
term “–” for frequency-independent parameters.
Fragments of two hierarchies of the APA
structure axis used in report building are given
in Fig. 2. Line hierarchy (see Fig. 2, a) shows
vertical division of rectangular APA into the
upper and lower halves, subarray lines, lines
of transmitting and receiving modules (TRM/
RM) within subarrays, availability of receiving
and transmitting channels within TRM/RM, and
channel parameters. It is open to the end along
the hierarchy tree: lower half > subarray line 9
> TRM/RM line 2 > receiving and transmitting
channels > parameters.
Column hierarchy (see Fig. 2, b) shows
horizontal division of rectangular APA into the
left and right halves, subarray columns, availability of channels with two polarisations within
each subarray, channel numbers within each polarisation. It is open to the end along the hierarchy tree: left half > subarray column 3 > polarisation > channels.
Intersections of the terms of these two hierarchies having maximum granularity (channel parameter) and the terms having maximum
granularity on the time and frequency axes
(test, frequency) determine elementary cells of
a multidimensional cube (in this case, a 3D one).
Placed in the cells are the results of APA parameters control: the measured parameter values and
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single-bit values (0 – “norm”, 1 – “fail”) after
comparison of the measured parameters with the
set thresholds, i. e., the results of functional and
diagnostic control of the technical state (TS) of
APA component parts (CP). In case of parameter
query from a group of elementary cells making
part of certain APA CP, their automatic aggregation is performed on the multidimensional data
cube server.
Examples of queries to the APA multidimensional data cube with aggregation of parameters:
• total power of the probe pulses (PP) by
each line of the array;
• position in the array and serial number of
the TRM with the minimum total power of PP;
• middle phase of the receiving channels
across the entire array;
• phase RMSD of the transmitting channels
in the upper and lower APA halves;
• receiving channel technical state (ORsum of the TS signals with respect to individual parameters of channel technical state: channel
gain factor, phase setting error, attenuators setting
error, etc.);

• technical state of APA column (OR-sum
of the integral TS signals of all receiving and
transmitting channels of the given column).
The user’s information environment on
the AWS of the stand is software package Excel.
The basic tool for accessing data, configuring
reports, and running a free analysis of data
from the multidimensional data cube server is
a standard Excel feature: Summary Table.
Taken as a report template for visualisation
of parameters are the rectangular geometry
and the hierarchical structure of the array itself, which is the main purpose of the hierarchies in Fig. 2. During visual analysis it allows,
if required, to determine position(s) of a problematic APA component part at once, promptly
assess APA condition as per certain parameter, increase or decrease the detailing level of
array condition representation – from a detailed channel-by-channel view to APA as a
whole in the form of a single square on the
screen. In so doing, change of the detailing
level of APA condition representation does not
require going to another window, as is usually
the case with other standard graphical interfaces.
Given in Fig. 3 as an example are test reports
with different detailing levels of RMSD of
flattened phase distribution of APA component
parts for reception on central frequency.
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of multidimensional data cube server
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Given in Fig. 3, is RMSD of phase distribution for APA as a whole: we see the maximum
phase aggregation degree across the APA structure. As a rule, the quality of phase distribution
flattening for APA component parts is of interest
as well. For detailing, it is necessary to open the
array structure horizontally and vertically using
control elements + on the opened levels of array
hierarchy.
Given in Fig. 3, b is the result of opening the
array by one hierarchy level horizontally (into the
left and right halves) and vertically (into the upper and lower halves), whereupon RMSD of APA
phase distribution is disaggregated down to its
quarters. The lower right quarter opens further to
the level of lines and columns (see Fig. 3, c), while
the left and upper halves remain in the previous
state, i. e., unopened. Lying at the intersection of
APA lines and columns are subarrays, therefore
this report presents RMSD of phase distribution
across subarrays of the opened APA quarter. For
further visual analysis, the lines of subarrays 8 and
10 are disaggregated down to the level of TRM/
RM, and column 11 – to the level of polarisations
(see Fig. 3, d). For TRM/RM, the ultimate degree
of disaggregation is reached at the intersection of
lines 8 and 10 with column 11. The minimum aggregate of channels for which the phase RMSD
parameter makes sense is four channels of one
TRM/RM of the same polarisation.
Visualisation of bit parameters resulting
from functional control and diagnostics is provided using the similar APA template with a different
detailing level. The difference consists in that, in
order to save the report area and speed up visual
analysis of the reports opened down to a certain
level, only those horizontal and vertical areas of
the array are shown that contain APA component
parts in the “fail” state. Also displayed for those
APA CP is the number of receiving and/or transmitting channels within those CP that are in the
“fail” state.
Given in Fig. 4 are the results of APA channels functional control where faults of the receiv-

ing channels are simulated by decreasing their
gain factors below the minimum permissible level.
As follows from the report in Fig. 4, а, there
are 96 faulty channels in the APA upper left quarter, 24 in its upper right quarter and 32 in the lower
left quarter. After disaggregation of the upper left
and lower right APA quarters down to the level of
subarrays (Fig. 4, b), failures are detected in the
subarrays at the intersections of line 4 and column
2, line 6 and column 4, line 3 and column 8, line
2 and column 10, line 1 and column 12. Further
disaggregation of subarray line 1 down to the level
of TRM/RM and column 12 down to the level
of polarisations and channels (Fig. 4, c) revealed
failures in the TRM/RM4, the type of failed “Receive” channels, and failure type “PS gain factor”.
APA control SW development prospects
The use of a database server is important not
only for the APA process control stands, but
also for radars as a whole, including their use
according to the intended purpose. A modern radar surely employs the means for preserving the
parameters of facility operation and saving the
results. However, a typical situation is such that
it all comes down to elementary registration of
events. Such means are essentially the simplest
text log files (event registers). At the same time,
every major subsystem of a radar facility has
log files of its own, with its own formats, spatially distanced.
Far greater benefits could be drawn from the
saved data if the parameters and results of operation of the radar facility main subsystems (APA,
primary and secondary processing devices, facility
operations planning centre, subsystems of positioning, APA closing down/deployment, cooling,
power supply) were forwarded to a joint DB server of the facility. Herewith, a standard architecture
emerges: a number of primary data sources (in
the case considered, radar subsystems) transmit
the parameters and results of their operation to a
common server.
Various server implementation options are
possible. At the stage of commissioning, trial
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Fig. 3. Reports with different detailing levels
on the APA component parts phase distribution RMSD for reception
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c
Fig. 4. Reports with different detailing levels on the technical state of APA channels

operation or process maintenance it can be a computer which is external relative to the radar facility, connected to the latter via a local area network,
and at the stage of routine operation, a computer
integrated in the facility of a remote computer
connected to the facility over a secure high-speed
link. Availability of the OLAP level in the DB
server opens the following possibilities:
• real-time access for users and processing
programs to the current and archive data of the
entire facility;
• high-speed retrospective processing of
large data arrays;
• analysis of the effect of the parameters of
certain subsystems on the ultimate radar parameters of the facility;
• searching for and finding hidden regularities in the data using state-of-the-art data analysis
technologies of data mining type, where the key
role is played by the OLAP server capability to pro-

cess very large data arrays within acceptable time.
By way of example, we shall single out a
small number of more particular definitions of
tasks emerging in the meantime, aimed at improvement and upkeep of radar facility technical
characteristics throughout its entire life cycle:
• analysis of the APA phase distribution
RMSD behaviour at large temporal intervals;
• analysis of the effect of facility power
supply quality on the composition and power of
discrete parasitic components in the spectrum of
radiated and received signals;
• analysis of the effect of APA positioning
and deployment precision on the accuracy of angular measurements;
• accumulation of statistics with respect to
target detection probability and accuracy of its coordinates measurement over large time intervals
and under different conditions of facility operation, processing of long time series;
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• analysis of the effect of APA channels parameter spread on the depth of active jamming
suppression;
• early recognition and prevention of emergencies developing at the facility, prediction of
facility performance capability;
• keeping history of the facility and recording of repair and process maintenance results;
• consolidation of the operation history of
serial production items.
At the present time, the software for OLAP
servers is mostly represented by Western commercial products. Yet, there are other implementation
options as well. For instance, those based on the
recently developed domestic SW Poliamatika

or OLAP servers with open source code Apache
Kylin or Mondrian OLAP server. However, considerable upgrade for specific applications is required. If necessary, a data storage server can be
implemented on an open platform PostgreSQL.
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Программное обеспечение автоматизированного стенда
контроля АФАР
Предложено использование программной платформы многомерных кубов данных в автоматизированных
стендах контроля активных фазированных решеток. Ее применение значительно облегчает и ускоряет
отображение и анализ очень больших объемов данных, поступающих от крупноапертурных активных
фазированных решеток в процессе измерений, благодаря чему конечный пользователь может создавать
произвольные запросы к данным. Показаны перспективы использования этой платформы и для радиолокационных систем в целом.
Ключевые слова: программное обеспечение, активная фазированная антенная решетка, диагностический
контроль, технологическое обслуживание, система управления базами данных.
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